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Abstract
Background:   In    data    transmission,    system    often   appears   abnormity   as   outputting   data   of   the   system  is changed.
Materials and Methods: In order to obtain the method of identification or separation for abnormal data, the paper proposes (Fð, F) data
and data dependence through using P-sets that is a new mathematic tool to research the dynamic system. The  (Fð,  F)-data  consists of
Fð-data and F-data. The Fð-data, F-data and (Fð, F)-data are all abnormal. Also this paper gives dependence characteristics as well as
dependence-identification theorems of (Fð,  F)-data.  Results:  By defining the module of data, the paper provides the method of
separating-recovery  (Fð, F)-data and the criterion of separating abnormal data. Finally, the application of separating abnormal (Fð, F)-data
is provided. Conclusion: The proposed method of separating abnormal data can be applied to data mining, data filtration and data
discovery, fault detection and ruling out and so on.
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INTRODUCTION

In data transmission of a computer network  S, terminal
A passes data (x) = {x1, x2,..., xq} to another terminal B. Because
the external environment or the system parameter about the
network is changed, the data received for the terminal B
appears 2 types of phenomena: (I) The terminal B receives data
(x)Fð at time t1. (x)Fð and (x) satisfy (x)Fðf(x). Namely, some data
elements xi0(x) are lost in transmission. (II) The terminal B
receives data  (x)F  at time t2. (x) and (x)F satisfy (x)f(x)F. Namely,
some data elements are added into (x) or (x) isjx (x)
invaded by xj. The (x) changes into (x)F and (x)f(x)F.
Phenomena I and II often appear in the fields of computer
applications and engineering applications. That (x) is changed
into (x)Fð is equivalent to that (x) depends on (x)Fð or (x)Fð Y(x).
That (x) is changed into (x)F  is equivalent to that (x)F depends
on (x)  or (x)Y(x)F. Here, “Dependence” symbol “Y” comes from
mathematical logic theory and reasoning theory.
For the phenomena of   I and II, there are some interesting

and important theories and applications. The research studies
the method of discovering or separating data (x)Fð or (x)F  from
(x) and studies the characteristics that (x)Fð and (x)F are
separated from (x).
This study uses a new mathematical model P-sets1,2 to

discuss   above   problems   because   the    characteristics  of
P-sets is similar to phenomena and P-sets has dependent
characteristics. The P-sets are  a  set  pair  that comprises
internal P-set XFð and outer P-set xF. P-sets has dynamic
characteristics1-8. P-sets achieved many applications3-28. The
paper proposes (Fð, F)-data and data dependence and gives
dependence characteristics as well as dependence and
identification theorems of (Fð, F)-data. By defining the module
of data, the study provides the method of separating and
recovery (Fð, F)-data and the application of separating of
abnormal (Fð, F)-data.

To discuss conveniently and easily accept following
discussion of the study, the structure of P-sets is introduced in
section 2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Structure and characteristics of P-sets1,2

Structure of P-sets
Assumption 1: U is a finite element universe and V is a finite
attribute universe.  X = (x1, x2,..., xm)dU is a given general set
and its attribute set is " = ("1, "2,..., "k)dV. The XFð is called an
internal packet set of x (called an internal P-set for short) and
XG is called an Fð-element deleted set of X and:

XFð = X-XG (1)

XG is called an Fð-element deleted set of X and:

XG = {x|x0X, fð(x) = u0ð X, fð 0Fð} (2)

If attribute set "F of XFð and attribute set α of X satisfy:

αF = αc {α'|f (β) = α’0α, f0F} (3)

where, $0V, $0ð", f0F, turns $ into f($) = "’0".
X = {x1, x2,..., xm}dU is a given general set and its attribute

set is " = {"1, "2,..., "k}dV.  The  XF   is  called  an outer packet
set of X (called  an  outer  P-set  for  short)  and  X+   is   called 
an F-element supplemented set and:

XF = XcX+ (4)

X+ is called an F-element supplemented set and:

X+ = {u|u0U, u0ðX, f(u)0x'0X, f0F} (5)

If the attribute set αFð of XF satisfies:

αFð = α-{βi| fð(αi) = βi, fð0Fð} (6)

The set pair composed of the internal P-set  XF and the
outer P-set XF is called packet sets (called P-sets for short),
denoted by:

(XFð,  XF) (7)

where, X  is base set of (XFð, XF).
The descriptions about P-sets are as follows:

C The characteristics of the Eq. 3 is similar to T = T+1 of
computer memory. The T = T+1has iterative and dynamic
characteristics

C In Eq. 2, 3, 5, 6 and Fð = { fð1, fð2,..., fðn} are element transfer
families1-8,  fð 0Fð and f0F are element transfers1-8. The f 0F
and fð 0Fð are given functions. The characteristics of fð 0Fð  is
that  for  u0U  and  u0ðX,  f0F  changes  u  into f(u)  =  x’0X. 
Or  for  $0V  and  $0ð",  f0F changes  $  into f($) = "’0". The
characteristics of f0F is that for x0X, fð0Fð changes x into
fð(x) = u0ðX.  Or  for  "i 0",  fð0Fð  changes "i into fð ("i) = $i0ð"

C In the Eq. 3, {"’|f($) = "’0", f0F} is attributes set. It consists
of new attributes elements replenished to ". It and "
satisfy  that  {"’|f($)  =  "’0",  f0F}  1"  =  Ø.  For  example,
"  =  {"1,  "2,   "3},   {"’|f  ($)  =  "’0",  f0F}  =  {"’1,  "’2, "’3},
" k…"’k, k = 1, 2, 3. Apparently " and {"’|f ($)= "’0", f0F}
have no common elements (attributes)
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C The Eq. 1-3 indicate that some elements are deleted from
X at same time the internal P-sets XFð generated by X.
Namely, the attribute set " of X is added by new attribute
elements. So, " generates "F and "f" F.  Namely, if "1F 
and "2F are  attribute  sets  of  X1Fð  and   X2Fð,  respectively 
and "1Ff"2F  then X2FðfX1Fð

Because P-sets has dynamic characteristics, it can general
a cluster P-sets. The cluster P-sets is denoted by:

{(Xi
Fð, Xj

F)|i0I, j0J} (8)

where, I and J are index sets.
P-sets usually is represented as one set pair (XFð, XF) for

simplicity.

Dynamic characteristics of P-sets: If the attribute set " is
supplemented by some attribute elements and other attribute
elements are deleted from the attribute set ", then " is
changed into "1F and "1Fð, respectively,  "1F…"1Fð; "f"1F, "1Fðf".
By the Eq. 1-7, P-sets (X1Fð, X1F)  can be gotten. If going on this
procedure, then  "   changes  into  "2F  and  "2Fð,  respectively. 
The " 2F…"2Fð;  "1Ff" 2F, " 2Fðf" 1Fð. By the Eq. 1-7, P-sets (X2Fð, X2F) 
can be gotten and so on. Equation 8 is composed of the
strings of set pairs (XiFð, XjF).

Dependent characteristics of P-sets: In the Eq. 1-7, if "1F, "2F

are the attribute sets of X1Fð, X2Fð, respectively and "1Ff"2F, then
there is X2FðfX1Fð.  Namely X1Fð depends on X2Fð , denoted as:

X2
FðYX1

Fð (9)

If "1F, "2F are the attribute sets of X1F, X2F, respectively and
"2F

ðf"1Fð, then there is X1FfX2F. Namely X2F depends on X1F,
denoted as:

X1
FYX2

F (10)

and  P-sets  (X2Fð,  X2F)  depends  on  P-sets  (X1Fð,  X1F), denoted
as:

(X1
Fð, X1

F)Y(X2
Fð, X2

F ) (11)

where, X1Fð, X2Fð in the Eq. 11 satisfy 9  and X1F, X2F   satisfy  the
Eq. 10. The “Y” in the Eq.  9-11 comes from mathematical logic
and reasoning.

If  XkFð is internal P-sets of  X, then  XkFðYX.  If   XkF   is  outer
P-sets of X, then XYXkF.

By the Eq. 1-7, the following theorem is gotten easily.

Theorem 1:  (The recovery theorem of P-sets) If (XFð, XF) is P-sets
of X and F = Fð = Ø, then:

(XFð, XF)Fð = F = Ø = X (12)

In  fact,  if  F  =  Ø,  then  there  is  "F  = " c{"’|f($) = "’0",
f0F = ". 
where, {"’|f($) = "’0", f0F} = Ø. Also there is XG = {x|x0X, fð (x)
= u0ðX, fð0Fð } = Ø in the Eq. 2. Equation 1 changes into XFð = X-XG
= X. If Fð = Ø, then there is the Eq. 6: "Fð = "-{$i| fð("i) = $i0ð", fð0Fð}
= ",  where  {$i| fð  ("i)  =  $i0ð",  fð0Fð  =  Ø. In  the  Eq.  5,  there 
is X+ = {u|u0U, u0ðX, f(u)} = x’0X, f0F} = Ø. Equation 4 changes
into XF = Xc X+ = x. If F = Fð = Ø, then XFð = X, XF = X. Thus there
is the Eq. 12.
Theorem 1 indicates that P-sets are restored to the finite

general set  X  under F =  Fð = Ø. P-sets (XFð, XF) comes back to
the base set X. Namely, P-sets have lost dynamic
characteristics.  Actually,  P-sets   (XFð, XF) is the base set X under
F =  Fð = Ø.

Apparently, if  F =  Fð = Ø,  the Eq. 8 changes into:

(Xi
Fð, Xj

F)|i0I, j0 J}Fð = F = Ø = X (13)

Equation 13 indicates that every XiFð, XjF are restored to X 
under Fð = F =  Ø.  The (XiFð, XjF)|i0I, j0 J}  comes  back  to the base
set X.
In  fact  according  to the theorem 1,  if  Fð  =  F  =  Ø, then

XFð = X = XF, œi0I, œj0J. If  Fð = F = Ø, then XiFð = X = XjF. So, there is
the Eq. 13.

DEPENDENT CHARACTERISTICS AND DEPENDENCE
THEOREM FOR DATA

Assumption 2:  The finite general sets X, XFð, XF above are
indicated   by   (x),   (x)Fð,   (x)F,   respectively,   namely  (x) = X,
(x)Fð = XFð, (x)F = XF. Namely (x), (x)Fð, (x)F indicate data for
following discussion.

Definition 1:  (x)  =  {x1,  x2,..., xq}dU  is  called   data   of   U  and
xi 0(x) is called data element of (x) (i = 1, 2,..., q), if (x) has
attribute set " that is denoted by:

α  =  {α1,  α2,...,  αk} (14)
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Definition 2: (X)Fð = {x1, x2,...,xp}dU is called Fð-data of (x), if
attribute set  αF of  (x)Fð  and α of (x)  satisfy: 

αF-α … Ø (15)

(x)F  = {x1, x2,..., xr}dU is called F-data of  (x),  if attribute set
αFð of  (x)F and attribute set  α of  (x) satisfy:

α-αFð … Ø (16)

The data pair ((x)Fð,  (x)F) is called (Fð, F)-data of (x), if (x)Fð is
Fð-data of (x) and (x)F is  F-data of (x).  Where, p, q, r satisfy that
p#q#r. p, q, r0N+.

By the definition 3, the following proposition is gotten.

Proposition 1:  Fð-data (x)Fð,  F-data (x)F and (Fð, F)-data ((x)Fð, (x)F)
are all abnormal data for (x).

Definition 3:  Data (x) is called one-directional dependence on
Fð-data (x)Fð and it is denoted as:

(x)FðY(x) (17)

F-data (x)F is called one-directional dependence on (x) and
it is denoted as:

(x)Y(x)F (18)

Definition 4:  Data (x) is called two-directional depends on (x)
and it is denoted as:

(x)](x) (19)

where, in the Eq. 17-19 “Y” is equivalent to “f” and “]” is
equivalent to “=”.

Theorem 2:  Fð-data one-directional dependence theorem. If
data (x) one-directionally depends on (x)*, namely (x)*Y(x),
then:

C The attribute set " of (x) and the attribute set "* of (x)*
satisfy following dependent relation:

αYα* (20)

C (x)* is an Fð-data of (x), namely (x)* = (x)Fð

Proof 1:  As data (x) one-directionally depends on (x)*, namely,
(x)*Y(x), (x)* = {x1, x2,..., xp}f{x1, x2,..., xq} = (x). By the Eq. 1-3, the
attribute set "* of (x)* and the attribute set " of (x) satisfy that

"f"*. By definition 3, there  is  "Y"*. Because (x)*Y(x),
namely (x)*f(x),  then (x)* is an Fð-data of (x) by the Eq. 1-3. 
Namely (x)* = (x)Fð.

Theorem 3:  Fð-data one-directional dependence theorem. If
data (x)E one-directionally depends on (x), namely (x)Y(x)E,
then:

C The attribute set " of (x) and the attribute set "E of (x)E 
following dependent relation:

αEYα (21)

C (x)E is an F-data of (x), namely (x)E = (x)F

The proof of the theorem 3 is similar to the proof of the
theorem 2. Here, it is omitted.

Theorem 4:  Fð-data two-directional dependence theorem. The
necessary and sufficient condition of the Fð-data (x)Fð depending
on data (x) two-directionally is that the attribute set "F of (x)Fð

and the attribute set " of (x) satisfy following dependent
relation:

αF-{αi|αi0αF, fð(αi) = βi0ðαF, fð0Fð} = α (22)

Proof 1:  If Fð-data (x)Fð two-directionally depends on (x), namely
(x)Fð](x), then (x)Fð has the same attribute set with (x).
According to the Eq. 1-3, "F and " of (x) satisfy "f"F.
Apparently, there is the attribute difference set L"F = {"i|"i0"F,
fð("i) = $i0ð"F, fð0Fð}. The L"F is deleted from "F. Namely, "F-L"F

= "F- {"i|"i0"F, fð("i) = $i0ð "F, fð0Fð} = ". As "F and " satisfy "f"F,
or there is the attribute difference set {"i|"i0"F, fð("i) = $i0ð "F,
fð0Fð} =  L"F  of  "F. If "F is deleted from "F then "F-L"F = "F-
{"i|"i0"F, fð("i) = $i0ð "F, fð0Fð} = " by the Eq. 22. Namely (x)Fð has
the same attribute set with (x). Thus (x)Fð](x).

Theorem 5:  F-data  two-directional  dependence theorem.
The  necessary  and  sufficient  condition  of F-data (x)F

depending on data (x) two-directionally is that the attribute
set "F of (x)F and the attribute set " of (x) satisfy following
dependent relation:

αFð U{βi|βi0V, βi0ðαFð, f(βi) = αi0αFð, f0F} = α (23)
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The proof of the theorem 5 is similar to the proof of the
theorem 4. Here, it is omitted.

Theorem 6:  The    data    identification   theorem   of  data
one-directional dependence. If (x)Fð, (x), (x)F satisfy that:

(x)FðY(x), (x)Y(x)F (24)

Then:

IDE {(x)Fð, (x), (x)F} (25)

Where:
IDE = Identifiable1,2

Corollary 1: If (x)Fð, (x), (x)F satisfy (x)Fð](x), (x)](x)F then:

UNI {(x)Fð, (x), (x)F} (26)

Where:
UNI = Unidentifiable1,2

DEPENDENT CHARACTERISTICS AND DEPENDENCE
THEOREM FOR DATA

Definition  5:  2Fð  is  called  Fð-dependence  measure   for data
(x)    one-directionally    depending    on    Fð-data   (x)Fð,   called
Fð-dependence measure of (x)Fð for short, moreover:

θFð = card(αF)/card(α) (27)

where, (x) and (x)Fð satisfy (x)FðY(x). The "  and "F are the
attribute set of (x) and (x)Fð and card is cardinal number.

Definition  6:  2F  is  called  F-dependence  measure  for  data
(x)    one-directionally    depending    on    F-data    (x)F,    called
F-dependence measure of (x)F for short, moreover:

θF = card(αFð)/card(α) (28)

where, (x)F and (x) satisfy (x)Y(x)F, "Fð and " are the attribute set
of (x)F and (x).

Definition 7: D is called module of data (x) = {x1, x2,..., xq}dU,
moreover:

ρ = ||y||/||y|| (29)

where,   ||y||   =    (y12+y22+...+yq2)½     is    2-norm    of    vectory 
y  =   (y1,   y2,...,   yq)T,  y  = (y1,  y2,...,  yq)T  is  vector  generated  by

characteristics value yi of xi0(x), i = 1, 2,....., q. y = (y1, y2,..., yq) is
characteristics value set of (x).

Definition 8: DFð is called module of data (x)Fð = (x1, x2,..., xp)dU,
moreover:

ρFð = ||yFð||/||y|| (30)

The DF is called module of data (x)F = (x1, x2,..., xr)dU,
moreover:

ρF=||yF||/||y|| (31)

where,  ||yFð||   =     (y21+y22+...+y2p)½    is    2-norm    of    vector 
yFð  =  (y1,  y2,..., yp)T,  yFð  =  (y1+y2,..., yp)T  is  vector  generated by
the characteristics   value   yj   of   xj0(x)Fð, j  =  1,  2,..., p. ||yF|| =
(y21+y22+....+y2r)1/2 is 2-norm of  yF = (y1, y2,..., yr)T = (y1, y2,..., yr)T

is vector generated by  the  characteristics  value  yk of xk 0(x)F,
k = 1,2,...., r. yFð =(y1, y2,..., yp) and yF = (y1, y2,..., yr) are the
characteristics value set of (x)Fð and (x)F, respectively.
By the definitions 5-8, following propositions are gotten

directly.

Proposition 2:  If the dependence measure 2 of data (x) and
the dependence measure 2* of data (x)* satisfy 2*-2$0, then
(x)* is an Fð-data of (x), namely (x)* = (x)Fð and vice versa.

Proposition 3:  If the dependence measure 2 of data (x)  and
the dependence measure 2E of data (x)E satisfy 2E-2#0, then
(x)E is an F-data of (x),  namely (x)E = (x)F and vice versa.
Where, 2 = card(α)/card (α) is the dependence measure of (x),
α is the attribute set of (x).

Theorem  7:  The separation theorem of abnormal Fð-data. If
the module ρ* of data (x)* and the module ρ of (x) satisfy:

ρ*-ρ#0 (32)

Then:

GRD((x)*)-GRD((x))#0 (33)

(x)* is separated from (x) and (x)* is an Fð-data of (x).

Where: 
GRD((x)*) = Card((x)*)/card ((x)) is the granulation degree of

(x)*
GRD((x)) = Card ((x))/card ((x)) is the granulation degree of

(x)
CRD = Granulation degree
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Proof: Because ρ* and ρ are the modules of (x)* and (x),
respectively and they satisfy  ρ*-ρ#0,  by  the  Eq.   29  and  30,
y* = {y1, y2, ..., yp}f{y1, y2,..., yq} = y.  y* and y are the
characteristic value set of (x)* and (x). As (x)* = {x1, x2, ..., xp}f{x1,
x2,..., xq} = (x) and GRD ((x)*) = card ((x)*)/card ((x))# card
((x))/card ((x)) = GRD ((x)), namely GRD ((x)*)-GRS ((x))#0. Thus
(x)* is separated from (x).  As (x)*f (x), data (x) one-directional
depends on (x)*, there  is  that  (x)*  is  an  Fð-data of  (x)  by  the 
theorem 2.  So (x)* = (x)Fð.
The theorem 7 get a fact: As (x) loses some data elements

xi, (x) becomes smaller (or card ((x)) is decreased). So (x)
changes into (x)*. (x)* is an abnormal data of (x) (or (x)Fð is an

abnormal data of (x)), namely (x)* hides in (x)(or (x)*d(x)). Thus
(x)* is separated from (x).

Theorem 8: The separation theorem of abnormal F-data. If the
module DE of data (x)E and the module D of data (x) satisfy:

ρE-ρ$0 (34)

Then:

GRD ((x)E)-GRD ((x))$0 (35)

The (x)Eis separated from (x) and (x)E is an F-data of (x).
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7, so it is

omitted.
The theorem 8 get a fact: As some data elements xj invade

into data (x), (x) becomes larger (or, card ((x))  is increased) and
(x) changes into (x)E. The (x)E is an abnormal data of (x),  (or
(x)F is an abnormal data of (x)). The (x)E hides out of (x) (or (x)
d(x)E)). Thus (x)Eis separated out (x).
Based on the theorems 7 and 8, following theorem is

gotten directly.

Theorem 9:  The recovery theorem of abnormal Fð-data. The
necessary and sufficient condition of abnormal data (x)* being
restored into data (x) is that the attribute set αF  of (x)* and the
attribute set " of (x) satisfy following relation: 

αF-α = Ø (36)

In fact, by the Eq. 1-3, αF = "c{"’|f($ = "’0", f0F}. Namely,
αF and " satisfies "fαF. Therefore, if {"’|f($ = "’0", f0F} = Ø,
then  αF = ", namely  αF-" = Ø. So (x)* has the same attribute
set with (x). By the Eq. 29 and 30, ρ = ρ*, namely, (x) = (x)*.
Thus (x)*  is restored into (x).

Theorem 10:  The recovery theorem of abnormal F-data. The
necessary and sufficient condition of abnormal data (x)E being

restored into data (x) is that the attribute set "Fð of (x)E and the
attribute set " of (x) satisfy following relation:

α-αFð = Ø (37)

The proof can be gotten according to the Eq. 4-6, 29 and
31. So, it is omitted.

RESULTS

Application  of  separating  abnormal  data
Assumption   3:   y   =   {y1,   y2,...,   yq},   yFð   =   {y1,   y2,...,  yp}  and
yF  =  {y1,  y2,...,  yr}  are  called  characteristics  value  set  of (x),
(x)Fð, (x)F, respectively in section 4. For simplicity and without
misunderstandings, y,  yFð,  yF  are called data in this section.

The example of comes from an identification system for
computer vision. A subsystem of the system is taken without
losing generality. Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of this
subsystem.
In Fig. 1, Î is the module generated by data module ρFð

and ρF. Ï is  the  comparison  module of the  data  module  ρFð

and ρF. Ð and Ñ are the memory modules of standard module 
ρ = 1. Ò is the  early  warning  module  of  the  data  module ρFð.
Ó is the early warning module of the data module ρF.
The working process of the subsystem in Fig. 1 as follows.

If the subsystem is normal condition, the data y = {y1, y2,..., yq},
enters into the module  Î  from  the  port  G  and y  generates
the data module  ρ = 2y2/2y2 = 1 in  Î.  The data y enters into
the module Ï and Ï outputs B = “1”, A = “1”, D = “0”, C = “1”
and E = “0”. The B = “1” expresses that B outputs the standard
data y = {y1, y2,..., yq}. There will be two cases as follows if the
system occurs abnormal state (I): As the data element y10y are
lost from data the y which enters into Î from the  port   G,   the

Fig. 1: Subsystem of a computer vision-identification system
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Table 1: Standard data in the computer vision identification system
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7
1.83 1.92 1.67 1.04 1.16 1.52 1.43

Table 2: Data which has data loss in the computer vision identification system
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7
1.83 1.92 - 1.04 1.16 1.52 -

standard  data  y  =  {y1, y2,..., yq} changes into yFð  =  {y1,  y2,..., 
yp},  p#q.  The  yFð   enters  into Î and   generates DFð =
2yFð2/2y2#2y2/2y2 = D = 1, namely DFð<D = 1. The module Ð
outputs “0”. The module Ò outputs D = “1”, namely the system
gives early warning and the system outputs A = “0”, B = “0”.
Where, B = “0” expresses that the output B gives the abnormal
data yFð. (II) As data y which enters into Î from the port G is
invade by data y'k, the standard data y  =  {y1, y2,..., yq} changes
into yF = {y1, y2,..., yr}, q#r. The yF enters into  Î  and  generates
DF = 2yF2/2y2$2y2/2y2 = D = 1, namely DF$D = 1. The module Ñ
outputs “0” and the module Ó outputs  E = “1”. The system
gives  early  warning  and  outputs  C = “0” and B = “0”. Where,
B = “0” expresses that output B gives  the  abnormal  data  yF.
The states I and II express that the abnormal state of the
system (the data yFð or yF) is separated and identified from the
normal state (the standard data y). Where, the port G is the
input of the system and B is the output of the subsystem. “0”
and “1” are logic values of the state B.

In    order    to    discuss    easily,    the    following
separation-identification criterion is given.

Separation-identification criterion of abnormal data: The
module D* of data y* (D* = DFð or D* = DF) and the module D of
y satisfy:

IDE (ρ*, ρ) (38)

Namely, the output data of system is separated and the
logic value of output is “0”.

The experimental data of the computer vision
identification  system  is  taken.  For  briefness  and  without
losing generality, taking y = {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7} is the
sampling  data  of  B  in  Fig.  1  and  the  Table  1  lists  the 
values y = {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7}.

The  data  of  the  Table  1  comes  from the experimental
data that  is  processed  by  the  technical  means and it does
not affect the analytical results and discussion about
separation-identification    of    abnormal   data.   The  data
meet  meets  the  requirements   of   the   image   of  the
vision-identification system (distortion degree is 0.03). The
vision-identification system can correctly identify a moving
image  which  is  an  image  monitoring.  The  system outputs

B  =  “1”  and  satisfies  the  Eq. 29. Namely D = 1. There is that
A = “1”, D = “0” , C = “1”, E = “0”. The B = “1” expresses that B
outputs the standard data y = {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6, y7}.

In order to use the system to detect a case accurately and
assess the practicability and stability of the system, an
experiment is presented for state I. The parameters of the
module  Î  is  adjusted in the Fig. 1 so that the data in the
Table 1 is lost, then the Table 2 is obtained.

In  the  Table  2  “-”  means  “null  data”.  The  data  make
the  image  of  the  vision-identification  system  distortion
(The distortion degree is 0.87). The output B = “0” satisfies the
Eq. 32, namely D* = 3.43/4.08#0.84#1. In the figure, A = “0”,
“0”, D = “1”, E = “1”. The B = “0” expresses B give the abnormal
data y = {y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6} = yFð.

Note:  Adjust the parameters of the module Î in Fig. 1 is
adding a “filter” in an actual system and adding the “filter” is
equivalent  to  "  being  supplemented  by  attributes  in  the
Eq. 14. Apparently, if " is the attribute set of y = {y1, y2,..., yq}, "F

is the attribute set of yFð = {y1, y2,..., yp} and "f"F, there is yFðfy.
Using the Table 1 and  2,  2Fð = card ("F)/card(")$1.  In  the

Eq. 27, yFðYy by the theorem 2. Based on the theorem 7, yFð is an
abnormal data of y and DFð#D. By the Eq. 38, the abnormal data
yFð is separated and identified from the standard data y.
Another experiment (for the state II) is omitted.

DISCUSSION

Abnormal data is often encountered in computer control
systems and computer information systems. But there is less
the  theory  about  researching  abnormal  data.  When   data
(x) = {x1, x2,..., xq} is transferred in computer system, the system
gets data (x)Fð = {x1, x2,..., xp} (p#q) or (x)F = {x1, x2,..., xr} (q#r)
sometimes. In fact, (x) changes into (x)Fð, there is (x)Fð f (x). On
the other hand, when (x) changes into (x)F, (x)f(x)F. The reason
of result in two changes is that the attribute " of (x) is reduced
or added. But the fact is often ignored. The study finds back
the fact ignored and discusses the changes for the abnormal
data  (x)Fð  and  (x)F  on  based  the  new  mathematical  model
P-sets. The study proposes the concepts of (Fð, F)-data and data
dependence. The (Fð, F)-data consists of  Fð-data and F-data.
Here, Fð-data, F-data and (Fð, F)-data are all abnormal. The
generations of these abnormal data are related to the change
of the attribute " of (x) and have dependence characteristics.
The study gives the dependence characteristics and
dependence-identification  theorems  of  (Fð,  F)-data.  By
defining the  module  of  data, the paper provides the  method
of separating-recovery (Fð, F)-data and the criterion of
separating  abnormal  data.  The  paper  gives  the application
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about separating abnormal data. The discussion and results in
this study can extend to computer control systems so as to
obtain some new study and can be applied in data mining,
data filtration and data discovery, fault detection and ruling
etc. But P-sets not only has dynamic characteristics1,2,6,7 but
also random characteristics18,27,28, so there is phenomenon III
in addition the phenomena of I and II in the Introduction. That
is when the phenomena I and II simultaneously appear, (x)
generates data (x)Fð and (x)F. The phenomenon is more
complex than the phenomena I and II. It cannot be solved
directly by using the method of this study. And it will be
researched in this study.
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